DAHLCO 3000
Versatile
Workpower!

Dahlico power, transmitted to ground-hugging rubber treads, is unbelievable until you experience it yourself. If you have ever used a wheeled tractor with a 16 hp engine, you know something about the power you can expect. But that same 16 hp, when delivered through the ground-grabbing tread of a Dahlico 3000 will handle a multitude of jobs you never thought possible.

Imagine what you can do with this sturdy worksaver — excavate around a home, pool, lake, ditch — for yourself or others who will surely want to hire you and your machine when they see what you can do with it.

All this at a sensible price because you deal direct with the factory with no middleman. You save, too, by assembling your own Dahlico kit crawler, a pleasant and interesting job for anyone who has ever used a wrench on a car or other equipment — Note: assembled Dahlico 3000's are also available!

USE IT EVERYWHERE
• Farm & Home
• Landscaping

Features:
Rubber Track & Tires — allows track system to flex & wrap around terrain for greatest traction — tires give shock absorbing effect for noise control & operator comfort.

Large Diameter Tires — can climb over and negotiate difficult obstacles.

Drive Train — allows Dahlico to stop one track completely & turn on a dime — useful in forest, next to & between buildings, in barns, etc.

Bearings — are lubricated & sealed for life; operators' only regular maintenance is gas and oil in Engine.

Driver — positioned for safe 360° visibility; engine is low in frame to give low center of gravity and allow operator clear line of sight for close control of front mounted attachments.

• Construction Site
• Nursery
• Municipalities
• Vacation Home

SEND TODAY —
16 page Catalog or complete Plans...

DAHLCO CORP.
Cedarburg, Wis. 53012

[Options for mail-in purchase]

Name
Address
City, State, Zip
ATTACHMENTS

A. LOADER - Quick-mount frame of high-strength steel tubing. Includes own hydraulic system. Lifts bucket, manure fork, and pallet fork to height of approximately 72". Chrome-plated cylinder piston shafts. Double-acting cylinders on lift arms and on bucket provide hydraulic power for both lifting and lowering, and for lifting bucket up or down. Comes complete with less bucket, forks, etc., including complete hydraulic system. (Pictured on page 2). NOTE: Use only with properly mounted and loaded No. BB350 Ballast box. No. HL72.

B. BUCKET - 48" wide x 14" high x 15" deep with reinforced cutting edge. Good for general purpose digging and loading. (For HL72 above). NOTE: Use only with properly mounted and loaded No. BB350 Ballast Box No. SB48.

C. MANURE FORK - 36" wide x 15" high with 18" forks. Forks made of hardened steel and painted on picking up hard packed manure. (For HL72 above). NOTE: Use only with properly mounted and loaded No. BB350 Ballast Box No. MF18.

D. PALLETT FORK - 30" wide x 15" high with 30" forks. Forks made of reinforced stainless steel and painted on picking up hard packed objects. (For HL72 above). NOTE: Use only with properly mounted and loaded No. BB350 Ballast Box No. PF38.

E. BLADE ANGLING BRACKET - Mounts directly to HL72 lift mechanism which allows for 30 degrees left or right of No. DB54 Blade (For HL72 above). No. BAB30.

F. BACKHOE - Easily installed, all-steel electrically welded frame. Includes own hydraulic system. Double-acting cylinders throughout. Stacked control valve arrangement. Digging depth of up to six feet, with swing radius up to 135 degrees. Comes complete with all cylinders, valves, pump, reservoir, hoses, and hardware for mounting, including No. BB350 ballast box. (Pictured on page 8). (less buckets). No. BAB30.

G. BALLAST BOX - Mounts to front or rear of tractor. Adds extra traction and counterbalance for digging, back-hoeing and blade or bucket work, etc. No. BB350.

H. ELECTRIC LIFT MECHANISM - Screw-type electric lift cylinder provides 1000 lbs. lift at end of cylinder. Runs off electric alternator. Comes complete with frame and all-attaching hardware. Less bucket or blade. (Shown with No. BB350 Bucket). No. ELM30.

I. BUCKET - 30" wide x 12" high x 12" deep. Self-dumping, heavy reinforced cutting edge allows you to dig in most loose soils. Use only with No. ELM30 Electric Lift Mechanism. (NOTE: Use only with No. BB350 Ballast Box. No. SB30.

J. BLADE - 16" high, clears a 54" strip when set straight ahead. Angles left or right on single 9/32" diameter pin connector. (Pictured on cover). Use with No. ELM30 or No. BAB30 above). No. DB54.

K. V-PLOW - 16" high, clears a 48" strip (easily installed on No. ELM30 or No. BAB30 above). (Pictured on pages 3 and 10). No. VP48.

L. POINT CATEGORY "Q" REAR HITCH - Allows use of quick-mouthing three point hitch attachments listed below. Includes electric mechanism for raising and lowering attachments. (less attachments). (Pictured on page 6). No. BPR14.

M. GENERATOR - Easy mounting, continuous-duty portable power. Belt-driven, Heavy duty ball bearing construction. Equipped with duplex 120 Volt receptacle, also one 3-wire 240 Volt receptacle. Includes all hardware necessary for mounting to tractor. (Pictured on page 3). 5000 Watt model No. GKS50.

Specifications and design subject to change without notice.
ATTACHMENTS

N. LOG WINCH - Easy to mount, heavy duty steel frame, with 12 Volt D.C. Electric winch capable of 750 lb. direct pull and lift, 20 ft. cable and hook — includes mounting, winch and all electrical. (Not pictured on page 10) No. LWK30

O. TRAILING MOWER - 48" cut, finish mower for large areas, yet commercial quality construction for heavy growth. Rugged 8 hp, 4 cycle engine. Two alloy steel breakaway knives. Adjustable tongue offsets left or right with 1" - 6" adjustable cutting height. No. BB848

P. TRAILER - 48" x 30" x 12" all-steel box holds up to 1000 lbs. Attaches with a single pin. Dumps easily with simple catch which can be released from operator's seat. 16 x 4 pneumatic tires. (NOTE: NOT PICTURED IN CATALOG.) No. 100

Q. TANDEM DISK HARROW - Disk unit is equipped with four gangs, each having four 10" heat treated steel discs. Gangs may be set at angles of 10°, 15°, 20° or mowed horizontally. Width of cut approximately 52". Heavy duty frame designed to hold concrete blocks for additional ballast. * No. D.D. 1000

R. SPRING SHANK CULTIVATOR - One row, adjustable frame unit with eight heavy duty spring steel shanks that can be positioned to meet row spacing and crop needs. Cultivator widths may be controlled by adjusting the frame struts to the frame angles, out to approximately 48". Allows high clearance cultivation of crops. * No. CC1000

S. MOLDBOARD PLOW - 12" - Plow features adjustable gauge wheel with scraper to control plow depth in varying soil conditions. A "throwaway" share for lower replacement costs, 11" adjustable coulter and adjustments for landing and width of cut. * No. PP1200

T. REVERSIBLE 5 FT. REAR BLADE - Heavy gauge, 5-foot steel blade may be angled 15° to either side, or reversed. Attaches quickly to 3-point lift hitch. Ideal for landscaping, leveling, ditching and snow removal. * No. RR1010

U. LIFT BOOM ATTACHMENT - Sturdy, easily attached unit for lifting and transporting bulky objects. Includes lift boom, hook and attaching parts for mounting on 3-point hitch. Lift range is adjustable. * No. BB367

V. DRAW BAR ATTACHMENT - Unit includes cross type draw bar and two adjustable support links for draw bar weight control. Use for general purpose trail behind attachments. * No. BB370

W. 3-POINT "A" FRAME ADAPTER WITH SLEEVE HITCH - This unit designed for adapting sleeve-type hitch implements for use on a category "O" 3-point hitch. (Required for using 1200, TT-100 and BB363) No. HH1000

X. FORKLIFT KIT - Useful for lifting and transporting. Includes two adjustable, heavy fork bars and mounting brackets for attaching to adapter. ** No. BB363

Y. PLANTER-FERTILIZER - A single unit that enables you to plant seed and fertilize in one operation. Equipped with 4 quick-change seed plates, fertilizer and seed hopper, and row marker. ** No. BB200

Z. TOOLBAR - A basic rear-mounted attachment. The toolbar can be equipped with the attachments listed on the price sheet. (Pictured with HH1000 "A" Frame adapter and four BB-220 furrow openers) No. VT100

** Requires No. 3PHR 3-Point Rear Hitch
** Requires HH1000 3-Point "A" Frame Adapter

Specifications and design subject to change without notice.